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Abstract

21) simulations code was constructed in order simulate the interactions of two co-propagating

laser beams with underdense plasma. Simulations results at different laser intensities and

separation-distances betweein the beams centroids were presented. In the results the effects

of the laser intensities on thE self-focusing and merging of the propagating beams were shown.

In adition, the influence of ncreasing the sepaxation-distance on the beams stability and tra-

jectories were studied. A compaxison with previous simulations at similar conditions was carried

out in order to evaluate the umerical technique used to solve the basic equations.
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1 Introduction

The interactions of two/more co-propagating ultra-short laser beams with plasma have been

considered as a crucial topic in different fields of plasma physics [1, 21. For example: a) in

Optical Spatial Solitons 3 that form as a result of a strong nonlinear interaction between the

co-propagating beams and the medium; and b) in Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF 4 where

the incident co-propagating beams overlap as they enter the hohlraurn or hit the target and as

a result, power energy transfer between the co-propagating beams is occurred.

Many Physical processes are explored due to multi laser beams propagation in plasma, for

example: Mutual Interaction/Repulsion [5 6 where the effective force between the two co-

propagating beams can be an attracted or a repulsive force depending on the beams polarization

and the relative propagation direction between the beams, Spiral Solitons 7 where two D

solitons spiral around each other and at the same time attract and capture each other, Parametric

Instabilities [8], where the energy transfer can occur due to Stimulated Brillouin Scattering

(SBS) and Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) from one beam to another, Hosing Instability[9],

where the centroid of propagating beam in plasma can move transversely with longitudinal

modulation and finally Radiation Sources [10, 11], where part of laser energy becomes trapped

in electromagnetic waves generated behind the pulse, that accelerate due to density gradient to

dissipate and emit its energy at the plasmavacuum interface in the form of bursts radiation.

In the present article numerical code, in order to simulate the propagation of two co-

propagating laser beams in underdense plasma is constructed. Simulations results at different

laser intensities and separation-distances between the beams centroids are presented and a com-

parison with previous simulations at similar conditions is carried out. The aticle is organized

as follows: in section 2 the basic equations; the coupled envelope equations that govern the

propagation are presented, in addition the main mathematical and physical considerations of

the problem axe mentioned. In Section 3 the numerical solver employed in order to solve the

basic equations and construct the code is explained, aso the simulations conditions and the

initial input laser profiles are given. In section 4 the simulations results; time evolution of the

absolute amplitude of the interacted beams at different intensities and separation-distances are

presented. Finally, a comparison between the presented simulations and previous ones at similar

conditions is carried out.

2 Basic Equations

Many envelope equations are derived in order to study the laser beam propagation in dense/underdense

plasma. More about the basic analytical calculations and the main physical assumptions con-

sidered in deriving the envelope equations can be found in Refs. 12, 13].

For two laser beams co-propagating in underdense plasma, coupled envelope equations were

given by Ref 2 The mentioned equations and its main physical conditions were considered in
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ourstudy.

The given equations are

2i o9al +'7 2al + ( - n/-y)al = 
09T I

2i o9a2 + 2a2 + ( - n/-y)a2 = (2)
&T I

a, a2 are the slowly varying vector potentials of two co-propagating beams normalized by

mc2/e, y and z are the coordinates normalized by clwp, wp = 47rnoe2/M is the plasma electron

frequency, no is unperturbed density, is the time normalized and given by = pt/wo, W is

the applied laser beams frequency, which is equal for the two beams, = V(�1+ jai �+a2�� is

the relativistic factor and n s the modulation density normalized by no and given by

2n = Max(O, 1 + 71-Y)

where 72 +VZZ.1 Vyy
The previous equations -were derived in the slow varying approximation using Maxwell's

equations and the continuity equation taking into consideration the gauge condition for each

equation, i.e. V.al,2 =0- Since the applied beams are so short that ion inertia prevents significant

motion of ions, the ions are onsidered as cold. In addition, the applied laser powers axe so large

that the quiver velocity of electrons is considered to be relativistic.

In the equations, the two beams are parallel polarized, the relativistic nonlinearity and the

density modulation by the transverse pondermotive force are included, while electron accelera,

tion, attraction of electron filaments and quasistatic magnetic filed generation axe neglected.

The equations describe te beams in the comoving frame, and the following transformations

are applied (r, x, y, z) o (r, C, y, z), where (x - koclwo)t.

3 Numerical Solver

The constructed code based on the numerical solution of Es. (1) and 2). The Alternating-

Direction Implicit (ADI) is eployed in order to solve the equations and caxry out the simula�

tions.

In order to employ the ADI, Es. (1) and 2) axe rewritten as follow:

'7tal + k(7yyal 7zzal) + cal = (3)

17ta2 + k(,7yya2 + 7yya2) + ca = (4)

where

T
k = -i/2 c

2 ly

and
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Oa 2 an+1 - an
Vtal,2 = �i = 1,2 1,2

at Z�t

a 2al,2 (92al,2
vyyal,2 = ay2 vzzal,2 = aZ2

With the ADI scheme, Eq. 3 and 4) axe splitted into two dimensional equations, the first

one is solved at half time step for y coordinate and the second one is solved at full time step for

z coordinate.

Although, the standaxd ADI 14] or a advanced ADI [151 can be applied to split the equa,

tions, the following ADI formulas axe used in order to split and solve the equations 16],

for predictor step; half time step

al ,2 kVyya*,2 + ca*,2 = a2 - kV,�za:7,2 (5)

and for corrector step

a n+I + kv,,a n+I + /a n+1 a*, - kvyya* (6)1,2 1,2 C 1,2 2 1,2

Define

At At
k -k C -c

2 2

and using the following operator definition

82a a(i + 17 j - 2a(i, j) + a(i - 1, j)
Vyya = V = (Z�y)2

Vzza = a2a a(i, i + 1 - 2a(i, j) + a(i, i - )
-jZ = (,LZ)2

Eqs. (5) and 6) can be written as

AYa*,2(I + 1, J) + BYa* (7)

1 1,2 (I, J) + CYa*1,2 (I 1 J)

AZa n+1 (I, j + 1) + BZa'+' (1, J) + CZa'+1 (I, J - 1) f 2 (8)1,2 1,2 1,2

where

k 2k' k
AY -, BY = - CY =(,Ly)2 T� y) 2 + C (,Ly)2

k/ 2k' k
AZ= - B=l- + CZ =

(,LZ)2 (,LZ)2 (AZ)2
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f = 0,2 - kv.,,,a'1,27

f 2 = a*,2 - kVyya*1,2

Eqs. 7 and (8) axe tri-diagonal equations, each is solved directly using Thomas Algorithm.

The presented simulations were caxried in y - z plane, a rectangular simulation box was used

where the rectangulax geometry is more suitable to caxry out the comparison with experiment

rather than slab geometry. The y and z coordinates are defined by (iAyjAz), Ay ad Az axe

the mesh size in y and z direction and =0,1,2 .......... imax, j=0,1,2 .......... jmax.

At t=O, the initial input beams are lunched and their transverse profiles axe given by

al = aoi exp- [(y-yoj)'+z'j/2pOj (9)

a = a2 eXP- [(Y-YO2 )1+Z2j/2P22 (10)

aoi, a2 are the initial bE'ams powers, YO1, Y02 axe the beams centroids and POI, P02 axe the

electron density, where their values axe limited according to the following relation:

P a2pdp 8, i.e., a2 2 > 160 OP6 

where P in the normalized treshold power for self-focused.

At time step n = and using the initial beam profiles, Eq. 7 was solved to obtain a,2

at half time step, then using the obtained a*,21 Eq. (8) was solved to obtain an+1 at full time1 1,2

step. The previous procedures was repeated for n =1,2 ....... nmax, in order to obtain al and 2

at different time steps.

4 Simulations Results

Figure shows surface and contour plotting for the initial absolute amplitude of two be

(jai 12 + ja2 12)112 to Coupled cylindrically symmetric Gaussian beams with simulations param-

eters listed in table 1.

Table 1: Numerical parameters for initial incident beams atr=O

Bea I Beam II

al 0.6 a2 0.6

Yi 8 Y2 -8
Pi 8 P2 8

The surface plot shows t]-ie boundary conditions of the incident beams, the beams powers

jai I and ja2l vanish as JY1 I 01' Y21 goes to infinity. It also shows that each beam is self-focused
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individually at its centroid. The contour plot shows snapshot for the transverse section of the

incident beams at the simulation box. It also shows two stable focused spots at their centroids.

Figure 2 shows time evaluation for the absolute amplitude of two beams with initial param-

eters listed in table 1. The figure shows the propagation of two beams into plasma taking into

consideration the density modulation, n = Max(O, 1 +,7 1 -y).

At early time, the two beams axe individually self-focused with high intensity P 2 each

at its centroid a short time later the two beams keep self-focused at high intensity 1.5) At

, = 10 the two beams axe fully trapped in plasma and defocus for a long time interval, at - =

60 the two beams refocus individually again at high intensity 1.5). Finally, at = 70 the

two beams merge into one beam at lower intensity (< 1) that remains self-focused as a single

beam.

Figure 3 shows time evaluation for absolute amplitude for simulations parameters listed in

table 2 higher beam intensity with considering the plasmadensity modulation effect.

Table 2 Numerical parameters for initial incident beams

Bea I Beam II
al 1 a2 1

Y1 8 Y2 -8
Pi 8 P2 8 _j

In single ultrashort laser beam propagation in underdense/dense plasma, an electron-cavity

occurs behind the pulse due to the resulted strong pondermotive force that expels the electrons

away from the beam axes, the laser beam is trapped in the resulted cavity and loses paxt of its

energy, similax phenomena occur for two laser beams co-propagating in underdesnse plasma as

shown in figure 3.

The figure shows that at an eaxly stage, each beam is individually focused at its centroid and

each beam center region increases in intensity to reach P: 3 Shortly and for short periods each

beam keeps focused at intensity ;�- 2 At - = 10 each beam starts to defocus by the resulted

cavity and loses its energy gradually to become fully trapped at = At = 30, and due

to the mutual forces between the beams, the two beams merge into one beam at lower intensity

which continues propagating as a single beam for long period.

Figure 4 shows time evolution for the absolute amplitude in -the case of plasmadensity. mod-

ulation and longer sepaxation-distance between the beams centroids as shown in the parameters

listed in table 3.

It could be expected that increasing the separation-distance between the beams centroids

could make the mutual interaction between the beams weaker and could keep the beams prop-
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Table 3 Numerical parameters for initial incident beams

Beam I Beam II
al 1 a2 1

Y1 12 Y2 -12
Pi 8 P2 8

agate individually without rrerging, but other processes were observed in our simulations.

Figure 4 shows that at an early stage two beams are individually focused with high intensity

3), each aound its centrcid a short time later the two beams start to propagate away from

each other, each propagating in an unstable trajectory and changeable propagation direction.

The unstable propagation resulted due to hoselike instability that prevents the two beams to

merge into a single beam, tis is clearly shown at the end of each beam trajectory. Two high

intensities bean-is axe separately focused without merging for >10.

The previous phenomena is expected for long separation-distance, but another phenomena

is observed at the early stage around y ;zt� 0, when two focused beams with short separation-

distance axe formed. As a result of this short distance, the two beams merge forming single

beam with low intensity at -r �-_ 10.

At r = 15, three focused beams at different intensities are shown. One beam at the center

propagates along the initial irection, while the other two beams axe trapped and disappeared.

With the simulations results shown in the figures, essential physical processes, such as: mu-

tual beams attraction and revulsion, self-focusing, beam mergence/fusion, radiations production

and hosing instability during the propagation are shown. The mentioned processes were shown

in previous simulations but resulted at different simulation times and beam trajectories. This

is due to the difference between the algorithm used in our simulations and the previous one. As

a result different iteration vaJues could result during the simulation time.

5 Conclusion

2D fluid simulations were carried out in order to simulate the interactions of two co-propagating

beams in underdense plasma. A number of physical processes, such as, self-focusing, beam merg-

ing, mutual attraction or repulsion, hosing instability and radiation production were observed.

Simulations results showed that increasing the beams intensities produces strong electron-cavitation,

fast beams merging and stable merged beam propagation. For the effect of the separation-

distance between the beams centroids, results showed that increasing the distance leads to

unstable beams trajectories, hoselike instability and multi-beams production. In comparison

with previous simulations, similax processes were observed at different times, beam intensities

and locations. This due to di3erent numerical algorithm employed in our study.
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Figure 1 Itial absolute amplitude of two co-propagating beams at t=0 with simulation pa-rameters listed in table .
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Figure 2 Time evolution of the absolute amplitude of two co-propagating beams with simulation

parameters listed in table .
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Figure 3 Time evolution of the absolute amplitude of two co-propagating beams at higher

intensities and simulation parameters fisted in table 2.
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Figure 4 Time evaluation of the absolute amplitude of two co-propagating beams at longer

separation-distance and simulation parameters listed in table 3.
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